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11 Dec 2021
Hi Everyone as we come to a close for 2021 I will be writing ✍ club policies and loading them on the Web site www.yunjungdo-healy.com.
and notify Everyone by sms before I do so .
here is one such policy:
RELIGION
the Grandmaster was asked at Gradings what his religion was and he eventually said YJD is his religion (which was a good answer)
OUR POLICY ON RELIGION
YJD is non religious every race ,color, and creed trains YJD.
Your personal belief systems are yours and between you and God .
YJD core belief is the spirit of ❤ love care and protection of all living things .
Our focus is on Character development through the discipline of training and the moral Integrity of spirit.
this is the way of the samurai.
You can't be trained in lethal martial arts without a moral Integrity .
I suggest all students read the book of 5 rings by miyomoto mushsi for insight into this and is a text I quote for all black belts and above.
The test of any religion or character test is "by their fruit" they will be known .
In other words Talk is cheap ACTIONS SPEAK VOLUMES .
our Focus is building a universal YJD family (cross cultural, across nations and religions) the spirit of Love care & protection is universal.
in that we PROTECT & CARE FOR OUR YJD FAMILY
The Grandmaster is like our Father, and we are all brothers & sisters ❤ .
I am pleased to say this is how our group is today and that's spirit and atmosphere we will maintain as we grow the most important thing is relationship
based on Integrity of character.
spirit of protection?
This is the side what we recognize the “tiger division" it’s there if required but we only use it if necessary to repel attacks & dark spiritual forces.
and this has to be done in legal proportionality
Hope that gives clarity on this subject
Graham
ps if ever we have a YJD member that caused disharmony to our group /class I usually give them 2 warnings and the 3rd they will be removed (nobody ATM)

